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Introduction:
The purpose of this study:
In 2004, the Town of Norwich allocated
funds to begin preliminary planning for the
improvement to facilities for the Norwich Fire
and Police Departments. A building committee
appointed by the Selectboard solicited
statements of qualiﬁcations from interested
ﬁrms. The collaboration of ORW Landscape
Architects and Black River Design Architects
were selected and work began in July.
Over the next 6 months, the team inspected
the current buildings that house the ﬁre/police
departments, developed an inventory of
current spaces, and interviewed town ofﬁcials
and department staff members. Working with
the building committee, a program of optimal
spaces was developed and used to guide the
development of several conﬁgurations of how
renovations/new construction and additions
could be done. A preliminary presentation
was made to the Selectboard in September of
2004. A meeting with neighbors occurred on
December 16, 2004 at the Norwich Library.
With town funds limited for further study in
FY 2005, project planning was temporarily
suspended. In the fall of 2005, discussions/
negotiations were held with abutting
landowners to determine the potential
of acquiring additional land, buildings and
improved access. Speciﬁcally, consideration was
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given by the selectboard for the purchase of
the abutting Taylor property. This did not yield
a viable result. Subsequently, the project team
was directed to assemble the alternative plans
for continued planning in 2006. The general
sense is that renovation and/or replacement
for the existing Fire and Police buildings
within the property currently owned by the
town would be a prudent direction with
some additional consideration of access in
conjunction with adjacent properties.
This report documents the work done to
date, in anticipation that the town would like
to narrow the options to further development
from programmatic and cost perspectives.
Funds were included in the FY 2006 Town
budget for continuing this process of planning,
design and decision making for these important
town facilities and services. Those requests
were approved by the voters.

Site Location
Map and Property
Description:
Aerial Photograph of Existing Fire and Police
Department Site
Property Survey of current Fire/ Police site
The current property occupied by the
Norwich Fire and Police Department is 1.23
acres in size and is located behind the grange
off Main Street in the village center. A survey
prepared by William Lyons clariﬁed years of
informal easements and other shared land
agreements between the town and abutters.
Access to the property is via an easement
shared with the abutting Taylor, Marcus, and
Grange properties and the shared driveway
with the Norwich Housing Corporation.
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Examination
of the Current
Facilities:
Existing Site and Building
Assessment:
A compilation of current spaces occupied by
the Norwich Police, and Fire departments
have been complied in spreadsheet format. The
results of that survey are in the Appendix.
Facility Deﬁciencies: Fire Department
The current ﬁre department building was originally
built as a wood frame building and was later
renovated with a steel frame garage structure,
and brick façade. A still later phase added a
training/social room on the north side. Almost all
this work has been done by volunteers within the
Fire Department.The building has marginal heating
systems, no ventilation for vehicular exhaust
- making it quite unsafe and in violation of code
requirements. Planned vehicle replacements will
exceed the buildings space capacity.Within the
building, the physical requirements of modern
ﬁre ﬁghting, secured areas for safety and proper
storage of equipment and supplies and sanitary/
safety/administrative accommodations for staff are
virtually nonexistent.The building has no modern
ﬁre protection system and is not ﬁreproofed.
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Facility deﬁciencies:
1. No secure or clean storage for FAST Squad
supplies and meds.
2. No secure storage space for ﬁre/rescue
supplies
3. No decontamination room
4. No hose drying facilities
5. Inadequate (in both terms of size and
available facilities) training room
6. No ofﬁce space for ofﬁcers or for preﬁre
planning or code review
7. Inadequate parking and dangerous
circulation for vehicles and staff .
8. Apparatus room cannot hold all apparatus
9. No clean work area for servicing SCBA
and reﬁlling air bottles
10. Inadequate insulation - not energy efﬁcient
11. No exhaust system for apparatus safety
12. The building is not sprinkled.

Training room and
social space

Existing Fire Department is 4096 SF
Plan view of existing building

Three bay garage

Apparatus Room

Ofﬁce

Facility Deﬁciencies: Police
Department

The current Police Department ofﬁce was built in
the 1980’s when the police department moved
from Tracy Hall for renovations to make additional
space for town administration. Envisioned as a
short term facility, the ranch-style house was
never designed to house the complex requirements
of a modern police department.With minimal
maintenance over the past 25 years, the building is
in disrepair and has structural and insect damage.
There are signiﬁcant accessibility limitations
as a public building and spatially there are no
accommodations within the small spaces for the
requirements of staff, security for personnel or
matériel, or the public to function as an effective
public facility.
Facility deﬁciencies:
1. No secure interview room
2. No secure processing room for processing
detainees
3. Makeshift locker room for both male and
female ofﬁcers
4. There is no public lobby, building is not
ADA accessible.
5. There is only one bathroom for male and
female ofﬁcer and public use.
6. Insufﬁcient space and protection for secure
record storage
7. No secure storage space for evidence
8. Insufﬁcient space to maintain equipment or
wash vehicles in winter months
9. There is no private space or conference
area for interviews when ofﬁcers are
working, nor does the chief have an ofﬁce

Existing Police Department is 2137 SF

for private conferences or meetings with
staff or the public.
10. Current facility has signiﬁcant pest issues
and annual cost for carpenter ants.
11. Building has insufﬁcient lighting

Plan view of existing building
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Site Analysis
Site Deﬁciencies:
1. Septic: the small existing septic system is
designed for minimal use by PD staff. Under
a renovation/expansion scenario, it will
need to be replaced with a new modern
septic system elsewhere on the site.
2. Access: current driveway access and egress
is adequate, although it is constrained for
ﬁre vehicles exiting the facility onto Main
Street.
3. Parking: there are approximately 6-8
parking spaces on the premises for PD staff
and public uses. FD staff cannot enter the
site during a call for lack of access/egress
and safety reasons. Parking for ﬁre calls is
along Main Street, is sometimes impeded by
other uses, and often results in staff hauling
the gear for long distances to the station.
4. Neighbors: while the relationship with
PD/FD is long-standing, there are some
concerns about access and safety for an
expanded facility.

Site Location Assets:
1. The station location has centralized access
to major town connector roads, and is
highly favored. A location away from this
center of the spokes of Rt 5, Main Street/
Union Village Road, Beaver Meadow and
Turnpike Road and would be more remote
to certain areas of town. This could result
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in decreased response times and increase
property insurance costs for those
residents.
2. There is considerable value to the town
ownership of the current facility property
because ﬁnding suitable replacement land
would add signiﬁcant cost to a facility
redevelopment. As of this writing, costs
concerns along these lines have kept the
planning focused on the currently owned
town property.
3. Current thinking about retaining public
uses within town centers suggests that
preserving town functions as part of the
center of town life may be a good thing,

particularly in terms of police accessibility
to most community activities where police
services tend to be required such as at the
school, major traveled routes, and areas of
high pedestrian activity.
4. There is adequate land to develop an
improved facility on the 1.23 acres of
currently owned property of the Town.
5. While the current site has some challenges,
a new site would create greater costs
and would transport the same kinds of
neighborhood impacts to another location
in town, while also sacriﬁcing the optimal
accessibility found at the downtown site.

Programming for Future Facilities:
The second phase of this study was to
create estimates for optimal future space
needs for a 25 year horizon. These have been
developed using spreadsheets for the three
primary programmed facilities:
· Renovation/addition to the ﬁre station or
a new ﬁre station
· A renovation/addition to the ﬁre station
or a new police station, and…
· The integration of an Emergency
Operations Center (EOC) for crisis
management.
Space needs have been developed based
upon both prevailing national facility
standards, but these have been adapted to
ﬁt our community based upon the speciﬁc
stafﬁng and space needs of Norwich’s
Police and Fire Departments and a planned
Emergency Operations Center for future
emergency coordination.
The summary of this process suggests that
the current building facilities are lacking in
adequate space for a number or important
PSF needs. The sum of this analysis is:
· Future Fire Dept. Space needs a total of
11,154 SF instead of the current 4096 SF.
· Future Police Dept. Space needs total
4484 SF instead of the current 2137 SF.
· Future EOC Space needs total 2852 SF,
some space can be shared with PD.
The spreadsheets of the space program
assessment are included in the Appendix.
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Alternatives
Summary
The third part of this study has been
the development of conceptual plans for
renovated and new facilities. Three overall
scenarios have been considered:
1. Renovate and add to the existing
buildings:
An assessment of the current ranch house for
the police station suggest many drawbacks to
the building. It is very small, made of inferior
materials, has no ADA accessibility or training
space. However, it is anticipated that the
community will question the cost effectiveness
of a rehab/ addition.
· Under this scenario, interior renovations
to the Police Department and an
expansion for the additional space could
be added to the north side of the current
house.
· The Fire Station would need to add an
additional bay on the north side of the
metal building for apparatus, and additional
support/program space behind the existing
meeting room. Because the current
building is so close to the adjacent Taylor
property, this scenario would require
acquisition of some Taylor property.
Parking under this scenario would be
located on the town lot next to the
current police station.
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2. Replace police and renovate/add to
ﬁre:
Under this scenario the current Police Station
is demolished and replaced with a new PD/
EOC with the major shared assembly/program
spaces. The ﬁrehouse is renovated and addedto by lengthening the current metal building
towards the former PD footprint. Several
iterations of this scheme are reviewed.

3. All new construction for both police
and ﬁre on existing site:
Demolish both existing buildings, build anew
with improved parking, circulation, and shared
spaces. There are several iterations of this
scheme. Under each of these scenarios are
improved possibilities for shared space which
has efﬁciencies for both cost and improved
program/staff support. Also, resident advice
stated a preference for two story buildings
where possible to reduce the footprint area of
both the proposed new facilities.

New Construction SF

Renovation SF

Police Dept..

Fire Dept..

Police Dept..

Fire Dept..

Option 1 - renovate & add onto
existing buildings

2250 s.f.

7050 s.f.

2234 s.f.

4304 s.f.

Option 2A & 2B - renovate &
add on for ﬁre dept...; demo
exist police building & build
separate new police bldg.

4484 s.f.

7050 s.f.

0 s.f.

4304 s.f.

Options

Option 3A &3B demo both
exist bldgs..; New 1 -2 story
buildings w/ maximized shared
spaces and separate entrances

15838 s.f.

0 s.f.

Option 1
Description:
This plan assumes renovations and additions
to both of the existing police and ﬁre station
buildings.
The existing police station at 2234 SF is fully
gutted and renovated with all structural,
electrical, HVAC and all interior and exterior
surface ﬁnishes. A 2250 SF one - story addition
is placed to the east of the existing police
station building with a full basement.
The existing 4304 SF ﬁre station is renovated
to serve as the equipment/support/training
and ofﬁce spaces required by the department.
A larger addition to the ﬁre station to
accommodate the ﬁre vehicles is placed to the
north of the existing building.
Fire apparatus entrance and egress is via the
driveway that exits to Hazen Street. Additional
rights of way would need to be acquired from
the Norwich Housing Corporation to widen
the driveway.
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Option 2A
Description:
This plan assumes a renovation and addition to
the existing Fire Station and the construction
of a new Police Station. It is presumed that the
large steel framed building of the current ﬁre
station is an asset with expansion potential
to accommodate a larger space for Fire
Department use.
The existing ﬁre station is renovated and a
one story addition is extended to the east to
provide an additional depth in the bays for
apparatus. The balance of the additional space
serves as the support/training and ofﬁce spaces
required by the department.
Fire apparatus entrance and egress would
be via the existing ROW onto Main Street
under this scenario. The driveway that exits to
Hazen Street near the library would be access
for parking and police department use. If an
additional right of way could to be acquired
from the abutting properties to the south and
Carpenter Street, access and egress would be
enhanced greatly.
A new police station is developed on the
southeast corner of the property totalling 4484
SF. It is assumed that a full basement would
also be developed for storage and mechanical
uses. The plan shows the new building as a
two - story structure to be compatible with
the residential homes in the Main Street and
Carpenter Street neighborhoods.
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Option 2B
Description:
This plan assumes renovations and additions to
the Fire Station and a new addition to house
both shared spaces and a new Police Station
to the east. The two -story construction
could create greater efﬁciency of space and
operation if the facilities were designed as a
compact and uniﬁed structure.
Entrance and egress is similar to Plan 2A
except that parking is located on the east side
of the buildings wrapping around the complex.
An option of this plan - because of it’s compact
nature is that an additional development of
some small cottages as affordable housing
could be ﬁt on the eastern side of the site. This
would require additional access to Carpenter
Street through adjacent parcels and additional
septic capacity.
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Option 3A
Description:
This plan assumes both new Police and Fire
Department buildings.
A new combined structure is located in the
rear of the parcel to allow greater staging
areas for operations, and enhanced parking and
access to the facility. Both departments utilize
new buildings that are one and two stories
in height placing all the apparatus and public
facilities on the ground ﬂoor and support
training and ancillary spaces on the second
ﬂoors where possible. The combined structure
may allow reduced space allocations because of
maximum potential to share spaces and yield
operational efﬁciencies.
Entrance and egress is via the driveway that
exits to Hazen Street. Additional rights of way
would need to be acquired from the Norwich
Housing Corporation to widen the driveway
and ROW from adjacent properties may be
desirable.
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Option 3B
Description:
This plan also assumes both a new Fire Station
and a new Police Department located further
to the east on the site than the present
buildings.
The existing ﬁre station is demolished and a
new station is rebuilt as a two - story building
on the foot print of the current station.
Additional spaces to serve as equipment/
support/training and ofﬁces required by the
department are on the second ﬂoor and to the
rear of the site. An additional bay, depending on
it’s location, could require additional property
from the Taylor family or new owners as shown
on Option 2B.
The new police department is as a two story
building located separately on the southeast
corner of the site.
Entrance and egress is via the driveway that
exits to Hazen Street connecting is a lane to
Carpenter Street. Additional rights of way
would need to be acquired from the Norwich
Housing Corporation to widen the driveway
and to connect to Carpenter Street.
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Relative Costs
of Alternatives
A spreadsheet developed to deﬁne the square
foot allocations for the schemes and their
cost ranges on a low cost vs... higher cost for
either rehab construction vs.. new construction
is included on page 14. The costs per Sf have
been extracted from recent project experience
of the project team.
Costs shown are for buildings only.
In the future, total additional project costs will need
to include Site work, design/engineering/permitting
and ﬁnancing costs. It is assumed in general that
for these project elements, similar costs will be
found between the options for the following items:
· Septic ﬁeld and tank replacement
· Water system
· Driveway surfacing and parking areas
· Walkways and lighting
· Landscaping for screening
· Stormwater detention and erosion control
during construction.
· Local and state permitting
Site development costs that could vary between
schemes could include:
· Additional length of driveways and acquisition
of easements
· Property acquisition
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In this preliminary stage of planning, the
deﬁnition of costs are challenging becuase
of unknown conditiions. However, for the
purpose of planning an acceptable strategy for
building: whether to consider rehab. / addition
schemes vs.... all new construction, order of
magnitude costs have been developed for
building speciﬁc issues that can more readily be
attributed to possible cost ranges on a square
foot cost basis.

What do the cost ranges
mean?

At this point the spread between the lowest
possible cost and the highest cost appears
to be about $900,000+ on a project range of
$1.5M - $2.6M. Further reﬁnements in program
and building speciﬁcs will narrow that spread
considerably. As that ﬁgures becomes better
deﬁned, decisions between renovation vs. new
construction will be decided. We anticipate
that as options narrow the spread will become
within a 10-15% range for the ﬁnalist options,
Typically a spread in a construction bidding
environment.
The costs should be considered for their
relative values right now as opposed to
actual numerical. Consider: At this point, the
difference between the value and quality of
alternatives is about $100,000, less than 5%
of the project cost. This suggests initially that
Option 2 , while a slightly more expensive
choice - could however offer but better value
due to new police facility and use of the old
ﬁre structure.

Also consider:
The differences between options under 2 and
3 may be effected by land use, access and safety,
and longer term operational efﬁciencies.
It is also quite possible that a better functioning
new facility could save more on operational
costs over a long term lifespan ( at least 25
years of operational budgets in a time of
expensive labor and energy costs for the town)
than a less expensive less efﬁcient building.
These will be explored more in the future.

Building materials:

Higher value construction means that a
building can be designed to last longer with less
energy use, maintenance requirements, and be
more visually attractive.

Building durability:

Better materials means that maintenance is
more efﬁcient and the building doesn’t devalue
from the day of completion. Whatever funds
are spent for a new police/ﬁre facility should be
a community asset not just a bottom line cost
decision.

Building style and aesthetics:

Style isn’t predicated on budget per se, but
the in –town location for a new or renovated
police/ﬁre station will want to have be designed
to be compatible with the historic downtown
location and be a building or some civic dignity.

Current Assessment of the
Costs of Alternatives
Norwich Public Safety Facility
Summary of Options
No. Name

1

Renovate /add to
exist. bldgs

2A Renovate-Add to
Fire, new police
all one bldg. on one
floor

2B Renovate-Add to
Fire, new police

3A New bldg.one/two
floor

Sf
Renovation

Fire
Police

Fire

low
cost/SF

higher
cost/SF

$75

$125

4303
2234
6,537.00

$322,725
$167,550
$490,275

$537,875
$279,250
$817,125

5040

$378,000

5040

Sf New

low cost/SF

higher
cost/SF

$125

$175

6,996.00
2,250.00
9,246.00

$874,500
$281,250
$1,155,750

$1,224,300
$393,750
$1,618,050

$630,000

10,798.00

$1,349,750

$1,889,650

$378,000

$630,000

10,798.00

$1,349,750

4303

$322,725

$537,875

4303

$322,725

$537,875

7,050.00
4,484.00
11,534.00

Total Sf of low total
the project

higher total

15,783

$1,646,025

$2,435,175

$1,889,650

15,838

$1,727,750

$2,519,650

$881,250
$560,500
$1,441,750

$1,233,750
$784,700
$2,018,450

15,837

$1,764,475

$2,556,325

11,384.00
4,303.00
15,687.00

$1,423,000
$537,875
$1,960,875

$1,992,200
$753,025
$2,745,225

15,687

$1,960,875

$2,745,225

6,268.00
9,570.00
15,838.00

$783,500
$1,196,250
$1,979,750

$1,096,900
$1,674,750
$2,771,650

15,838

$1,979,750

$2,771,650

min. cost option
max cost option

$1,646,025
$2,771,650

Police

Fire
Police

Fire
Police

3B

New bldg. all 2 floors Fire
Police
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Guidance Towards a Preferred
Scheme
Major points of guidance for developing a
preferred plan of improvement:
This is a progress report and additional in
depth study is needed, and is funded by the
town, for continued work in 2006. Based upon
public input to the process to date several
points have been identiﬁed:
1. Location - there is a perception that
the downtown location is a liability to the
neighbors and that relocation might be
preferable. Consider: The relocation of the
facility would export the same impacts faced
by the long-standing downtown abutters to
another location and others who would be
impacted the same. Also the current optimal
location gives a new or renovated facility a
greater civic presence and access to all points
of town.
2. Scale and siting: Neighbors preferred a new
building that would be sited in a manner that
the crowding of the facility to the narrow
easement near the grange would be lessened.
Also neighbors thought that a 2-story building
as much as possible would reduce the scale
of building footprint, and they asked that the
program be reconsidered to redeuce Sf areas.
3. Cost was a concern. see pages 13 and 14.
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Steps to be taken next include:

1. Internal assessment of space needs and
programmatic reﬁnements in department staffs
and town administration.
2. Review of options developed to date and
development of a hybrid plan based upon the
best features of the Options.
3. Review of access and property issues with
neighbors and abutters.
4. Reﬁnement of building plans and elevations
5. Research on septic potentials and capacity.
6. Reﬁnement of project budget.
7. Additional selectboard and public
involvement.

Public Meetings
Progress Report for the
Norwich Public Safety Facility Improvements Study
Town of Norwich
Thursday, December 16, 2004 at 7:00 PM
Community Room - Norwich Library
Robert White, Landscape Architect, and Jay Ancel, Architect have been retained to conduct a study
of the existing town ﬁre and police facilities and review options to meet our public safety facility
needs for the next 20 years.
They have completed their review of the current facilities, analyzed future needs and developed a
number of options that would provide improved facilities for the future.
Before the study proceeds any further we desire to obtain input from the neighborhood and
community on the existing facilities, possible improved facilities and location of the facilities.
You are invited to attend the public meeting to hear the progress report, ask questions and
express opinions about the study.
Steve Soares
Town manager
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Memorandum:
To:

Members of the Norwich Selectboard

From: Robert White, Landscape Architect, ORW and Jay Ancel, Black River
Design Architects
RE:

Progress Report for the Norwich Public Safety Facility Study

Date:

September 16, 2004

Next week we will be attending the Selectboard meeting to provide you with
a brief update on the status of this project, for which we have been retained
by the Town. The following memo will give you a sense of where we are in the
process and where we are headed.
The tasks we have been hired to complete include:
1. Compile existing information on the current ﬁre/police station site. We
have assembled base maps using the towns GIS system as a planning base.
For planning purposes these are quite rough so we are working with the
committee to conduct a detailed boundary survey and to accurately locate
buildings on the property.
2. We have completed a compilation of a space needs assessment for both
buildings that comprise the current Police, and Fire departments. Separate
spreadsheets that detail the existing spaces and their
uses have been developed. The second phase of this analysis was to create
estimates for optimal future space needs for a 25 year horizon, using prevailing
national facility standards adapted to ﬁt our community and departments.
These have been completed for Police, Fire, and a planned Emergency
Operations Center for future emergency coordination. The summary of this
process of inquiry suggests that the current building facilities appear to be
lacking in adequate space for a number or important PSF needs. The sum total
of this analysis indicates the following:
§ Existing Fire Department (FD) is 4096 SF
§ Existing Police Department PD) is 2137 SF
§ Future Fire Dept. Space needs total 11,154 SF
§ Future Police Dept. Space needs total 4484 SF
§ Future EOC Space needs total 2852 SF much of which can be
redundant with PD spaces

All the above materials are available from the town manager for your inspection
if you so desire to delve into the details.
3. Planning Options under consideration:
The above analysis suggests to us that the current facilities will need
renovations/additions/or entirely new construction to make up the balance
of the space or new facilities should be built. Once we proceed into more
detailed planning and budgeting, some of these assumptions will be open to
reconsideration and modiﬁcation, but as a starting point all involved have tried
to make prudent suggestions for new space needs, without being excessive. We
have developed diagrams of the following options on the existing site. These will
be reviewed on Wednesday.
A. Renovate and add to the existing buildings: Our assessment of the
ranch house that is the current police station is that there are many
drawbacks to the building. It is very small, made of inferior materials,
and has no ADA accessibility or training space. We anticipate however,
that the question will come up why can’t we just ﬁx up what we have
and add the new program to it. Under this scenario, we can see that
interior renovations to the PD and an expansion for the additional
space could be added to the north side of the current house. The FD
under the space needs assessment would at a minimum, need to add
an additional bay on the north side of the metal building for apparatus,
and additional support/program space behind the existing meeting
room. This would require some property acquisition. Parking is very
challenging under this scenario, but the town lot next to the current
site would most likely be used for this purpose.
B. Replace police and renovate/add to ﬁre: Under this scenario, we demo
the old PD station and build a new PD/EOC with the major shared
assembly/program spaces. We then could renovate the ﬁrehouse
by lengthening the current metal building towards the former PD
footprint. There are several iterations of this scheme.
C. All new construction for both police and ﬁre on existing site: Demo
all existing, and build anew with improved parking, circulation, and
shared spaces. Again, there are several iterations of this scheme. Under
this scenario, we are also considering possible partnerships with the
Grange, and additional land acquisition to facilitate a better facility that
ﬁts the downtown and neighborhood setting.
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D. All new construction for both police and ﬁre on a new site: At this
time we are making every attempt to ﬁt the new PSF space needs on
the downtown site. All scenarios developed to-date ﬁt the site and can
accommodate the parking and other needs. Purchasing land in an outof-town location will incur additional costs. From the perspective of
the town’s ﬁre insurance ratings, determined in part by response time,
the downtown location is optimal. A central location is a major public
interest.
Under each of these scenarios are possibilities for shared space efﬁciencies
for both costs and improved program/staff support. This is a good idea on
many counts, and as the project develops, we will be further enhancing these
possibilities.
Planning Ahead:
We are planning in the near future to hold a meeting with abutters to the site
to gain their input into the planning process. Then we will have a larger village
meeting. One of the reasons for this update is to bring you up to-date before
these neighborhood meetings. For many years, downtown residents have
lived with the ﬁre department’s comings and goings, the Police Department
is a relatively benign use. Downtown is still the center of the town’s activities
and is most convenient for the ﬁre staff to reach. We need to hear from
residents if there are concerns that would suggest that the PSF should not
be downtown before we even consider alternative locations at far greater
cost and less convenience. We will be listening closely to downtown residents
about their preferences and balancing those with town-wide interests for
public safety and community issues.
After we have gained public input to the process, we will narrow the ﬁeld of
choices to the most viable schemes and develop estimates of probable cost
for further consideration. We anticipate that additional public input will be
solicited throughout the process. We look forward to seeing you Wednesday.
Sincerely,

Robert A. White, ASLA Principal, ORW
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Bond Costs
Level Debt Service

Amount
$ 250,000

Interest
Rate
Term
4.00%
10
4.25%
10
4.50%
10
4.75%
10
5.00%
10
5.25%
10
5.50%
10
5.75%
10
6.00%
10

P&I
Amount
$30,823 $ 250,000
$31,208
$31,595
$31,984
$32,376
$32,770
$33,167
$33,566
$33,967

Interest
Rate
Term
4.00%
15
4.25%
15
4.50%
15
4.75%
15
5.00%
15
5.25%
15
5.50%
15
5.75%
15
6.00%
15

P&I
Amount
$22,485 $ 250,000
$22,880
$23,278
$23,680
$24,086
$24,494
$24,906
$25,322
$25,741

Interest
Rate
Term
4.00%
20
4.25%
20
4.50%
20
4.75%
20
5.00%
20
5.25%
20
5.50%
20
5.75%
20
6.00%
20

P&I
Amount
$18,395 $ 250,000
$18,805
$19,219
$19,638
$20,061
$20,488
$20,920
$21,356
$21,796

Interest
Rate
Term
4.00%
25
4.25%
25
4.50%
25
4.75%
25
5.00%
25
5.25%
25
5.50%
25
5.75%
25
6.00%
25

P&I
Amount
$16,003 $ 250,000
$16,429
$16,860
$17,296
$17,738
$18,185
$18,637
$19,095
$19,557

Interest
Rate
Term
4.00%
30
4.25%
30
4.50%
30
4.75%
30
5.00%
30
5.25%
30
5.50%
30
5.75%
30
6.00%
30

P&I
$14,458
$14,900
$15,348
$15,802
$16,263
$16,729
$17,201
$17,679
$18,162

$ 1,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

$123,291
$124,830
$126,379
$127,937
$129,505
$131,082
$132,668
$134,263
$135,868

$ 1,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

$89,941
$91,520
$93,114
$94,721
$96,342
$97,977
$99,626
$101,288
$102,963

$ 1,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

$73,582
$75,220
$76,876
$78,550
$80,243
$81,952
$83,679
$85,423
$87,185

$ 1,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

$64,012
$65,715
$67,439
$69,185
$70,952
$72,741
$74,549
$76,378
$78,227

$ 1,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

$57,830
$59,598
$61,392
$63,209
$65,051
$66,917
$68,805
$70,716
$72,649

$ 1,500,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

$184,936
$187,245
$189,568
$191,905
$194,257
$196,622
$199,002
$201,395
$203,802

$ 1,500,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

$134,912
$137,281
$139,671
$142,082
$144,513
$146,966
$149,438
$151,931
$154,444

$ 1,500,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

$110,373
$112,830
$115,314
$117,826
$120,364
$122,928
$125,519
$128,135
$130,777

$ 1,500,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

$96,018
$98,572
$101,159
$103,778
$106,429
$109,111
$111,824
$114,567
$117,340

$ 1,500,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

$86,745
$89,397
$92,087
$94,814
$97,577
$100,375
$103,208
$106,074
$108,973

$ 2,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

$246,582
$249,660
$252,758
$255,874
$259,009
$262,163
$265,336
$268,527
$271,736

$ 2,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

$179,882
$183,041
$186,228
$189,442
$192,685
$195,954
$199,251
$202,575
$205,926

$ 2,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

$147,164
$150,440
$153,752
$157,101
$160,485
$163,905
$167,359
$170,847
$174,369

$ 2,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

$128,024
$131,429
$134,878
$138,370
$141,905
$145,481
$149,099
$152,756
$156,453

$ 2,000,000

4.00%
4.25%
4.50%
4.75%
5.00%
5.25%
5.50%
5.75%
6.00%

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

$115,660
$119,196
$122,783
$126,419
$130,103
$133,834
$137,611
$141,432
$145,298

Tax Rate ~ 0.01/$60,000 of P&I

1/17/2005
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